This note aims to establish the fast switching condition with average dwell time satisfying an upper bound. Important results are obtained on the behaviour of switched nonlinear dynamical systems. In specific, this note contributes in the following three aspects:
Introduction
It is well-known that the behaviour of hybrid systems may have markedly different properties from each of their component, e.g., one switched system can be stable although all of its components are unstable, while an unfortunate switching signal may destabilize the switched system even though all of its components are stable. Most of the existing literature concerns the problem of stability under arbitrary switching and many important results have been obtained during the past decades (Morse [9] ; Johansson & Rantzer [6] ; Liberzon [7] ; Hespanha [4] ; Sun & Ge [11] ). To guarantee stability under arbitrary switching, the common Lyapunov function method plays an important role. This is because the existence of a common Lyapunov function implies the global uniform asymptotic stability of the switched system.
The importance of common Lypunov function is consolidated by a converse theorem, dictating that if the switched system is globally uniformly asymptotically stable, then all the subsystems share a common Lyapunov function (Molchanov & Pyatnitskiy [8] ).
Recently, multiple Lyapunov functions and the associated dwell time or average dwell time are recognized as another efficient tool to analyse stability (Branicky [2] ; Hespanha & Morse [5] ). The concept of average dwell time switching introduced in (Hespanha & Morse [5] ) is more general than dwell time switching in stability analysis and related control design problems (Hespanha [4] ; Sun et al. [10] ; Vu et al. [12] ). It implies that the number of switches in a finite interval is bounded from above, and the average time between consecutive switching is not less than a constant (Zhang & Gao [14] ). The multiple Lyapunov function approach is believed to reduce conservatism than the common Lyapunov function method. In fact, when specialized to linear systems, some well-known design procedures for explicit construction of multiple Lyapunov functions have been developed, e.g., the S-procedure (Boyd et al. [1] ) and the hysteresis switching (Liberzon [7] ; Wicks et al. [13] ). In multiple Lyapunov functions approaches, it is generally assumed that each Lyapunov-like function associated for each subsystem is decreasing with time. Allowing the Lyapunov-like function to rise to a limited extent is considered in (Ye et al. [3] ). This is an interesting extension as it is intuitively appealing that may further reduce the conservatism than usual multiple Lyapunov functions, nevertheless than the common Lyapunov function approach. This observation forms the foundation of the paper, aiming to show how far it can proceed along this line of idea.
In specific, it will be shown that both slow switching and fast switching can be studied within this framework; the implications are then worked out producing important results in the theory of stability of switched nonlinear systems. These collective results form the contribution of the paper.
Notation. The notation used in this paper is fairly standard. 
Preliminaries
The concept of average dwell time is defined below:
Definition (Hespanha & Morse [5] 
then the system is globally uniformly asymptotically stable for any switching signal with ADT
Theorem 1 considers multiple Lyapunov functions with "jump" on switching boundary. An extension due to (Ye et al. [3] ) and further exposed in (Zhang & Gao [14] ) allows the Lyapunov-like function to rise to a limited extent, in addition to the jump on switching boundary. This is the so-called week Lyapunov functions, and it allows both the jump on the switching boundary and the increase over any interval. Now consider
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It is seen that the result above actually includes Theorem 1 as a special case, e.g., 0 = β implies no increase over the interval and hence , 0 max = T then the ADT condition reduces to the ADT condition
in Theorem 1. It is the generality of the weak Lyapunov functions that motives us to derive a fast switching rule below.
Main Results
Theorem 2 is a slow switching result in the sense that it is characterized by a lower bound on ADT. We shall now derive a fast switching result providing an upper bound on ADT. 
then the system is GUAS for any switching signal with ADT 
will be decreasing and the system will achieve GUAS. Now the condition 
That is, the slow switching condition reduces to the ADT condition The two switching inequalities now reduce to ∞ > τ a and , 0 < τ a which is obviously trivial. Hence no switching sequence exists to stabilize the system at all, conforming with the intuitive result.
Conclusion
This note has characterized the constrained switching of switched dynamical systems through slow switching and fast switching. 
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